MA SSFINI S HI N GC L IN I C
n FINISHING ALUMINUM PARTS

Q. We are machining a 6-inch, complex-shaped, 6061
aluminum part. We need to further improve the surface finish from the machined 32 Ra to 12 Ra, maintaining a uniform, pleasant finish. What finish system
should we consider? 				
S.M.
A. Visual mechanical finish options include a variety
of line-grain, satin-matte or bright finishes. Abrasive,
blasting and mass finishing all will provide a uniform
visual finish, but only abrasive finishing and mass finishing will reduce your finish from 32 Ra to 12 Ra.
The three measurements of surface finish are
roughness, waviness and lay. Roughness is the most
important and standard of the three, and Ra is the
most common of many surface roughness measurements in the U.S. It represents the average of all peaks
and valleys in a standardized measured area. Working
a surface to reduce Ra measurements requires a finishing system that will reduce the peaks to the valleys.
The lower the Ra number, the smaller the peaks, and,
therefore, the finer the finish.
Abrasive and mass finishing produce a rubbing
action that is efficient at working the surface peaks,
reducing surface Ra measurements. Blasting, on the
other hand, propels particles at the surface and works
both the peaks and valleys. The blast particles may
beat down some peaks, slightly improving Ra, but because it works both the peaks and valleys, it is not effective in significantly improving Ra.
Here are my mechanical and visual finishing
recommendations:
Abrasive finishing using a 320-grit coated abrasive
(disc, belt or non-woven wheel) will reduce the surface from 32 Ra to 7-11 Ra. This method is capable of
achieving a uniform straight, swirled, random-lined or
bright buffed finish. However, abrasive finishing will
be time-consuming by hand and expensive to automate for a complex shaped part.
As stated above, blast finishing on its own will not reduce a surface finish from a 32 Ra to 12 Ra. This method will produce a bright,
reflective satin finish with a
fine glass or ceramic bead.
If a blast finish is visually
preferred, it will have to be
a two-step process—surface
Ra improvement first and
blasting second.
Mass finishing is an excellent choice because this
process automatically fin-
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ishes complex shapes. High-energy mass finishing will
reduce the 32 Ra to 12 Ra in 30 to 45 min. The vibratory process will reduce it in 2 to 4 hrs. A good media
choice is a fast-cut or high-density plastic media. Larger media will produce a large-pattern matte finish,
while smaller media will produce a tight-patterned,
soft matte finish. A secondary burnish process after
plastic media refinement can achieve a bright reflective finish.

n MEDIA LODGING

Q. Ceramic media chips and small media are lodging
in the parts during our vibratory process. How can we
prevent or eliminate these problems? 		
J.F.
A. Ceramic media chips and small media lodging are
two separate problems. Your overall solution options
include: 1. Selecting a non-chipping ceramic media;
2. Media classification (removal of chips and small media from the media mass).
Selecting a non-chipping ceramic media starts by
identifying the main causes of chipping, which can include media shape, media formulation, and parts that
are large and heavy.
Media shapes with sharp, protruding edges or
points (angle-cut tri-stars, tri-angles and cylinders, left
to right, below) are prone to chipping.

Examples of non-chipping ceramic media shapes
are cylindrical wedges (left) and cones (right), neither of which have sharp, protruding edges.

These media have flats that create long-edge contact time for excellent deburring. They also have
spherical surfaces that create single-point part contact for concentrated impact areas, producing excellent surface finishes. Cylindrical wedges and cones
roll well in all finishing machines and are available
in sizes from 3/8 to 2 inches. When starting with all
new media, various sizes will create a media mix that
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results in reduced chipping.
Media formulation is as critical as media shape for
eliminating ceramic media chipping. The harder-polishing and medium-cut ceramic media formulations
chip more than the softer-bonding formulations of
the faster-cutting media. The best recommendation
for non-chipping ceramic media is the high-density
(HD) formulation. The HD tough bond is created by
higher kiln temperature and cure times during manufacturing. HD media, which is available in all ceramic
shapes and sizes, is the heaviest ceramic produced,
with weights as heavy as 120 to 140 lbs/cu ft compared
with 80 lbs/cu ft for regular ceramic media.
Large, heavy parts crush and chip ceramic media.
The media gets caught between the part and the machine’s sidewall as the part rotates, creating media chipping and part damage. These parts have to be fixtured
within the finishing systems to eliminate chipping. A
soft synthetic plastic media will eliminate part damage
on non-fixtured, large, heavy parts, but will also chip.
Small-media lodging problems are created by the ceramic media wearing down. All cutting and deburring
media wear from their original size to virtually nothing.
The pre-formed media do retain their shapes as they
wear, but get smaller and smaller. This type of wear makes
small-media lodging problems predictable, but the

media can be removed by media classification systems.
Media classification systems will remove media chips
and small media from the media mass. This should be
built into the machine and provide continuous media classification while the machine is running. Media
classification can be done outside of the machine, but
without continuous classification, the small-media size
problem will quickly reoccur.
Two examples of built-in media classification systems
are a slotted-drain system and a slotted media-unload
plug. The slots in either system should be 1/16 -inch larger than the small media that
need to be removed. Media
chips also will be removed because they generally are even
smaller.
Bowl vibratory machines
and continuous in-line tubs
Slotted unload plug conare recommended when continuous media classifier.
tinuous classification within
the machine is required. The media action in the bowl
and tubs sweeps the media continuously by the slotted
classification systems, enabling small media and chips
to be removed. Media classification with standard tub
vibrators, high-energy centrifugal discs and centrifugal
barrel machines is done external to the machines. n
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